Opening Remarks:
Welcome to Place, Personhood, and Poetry: A Reading and Conversation with Nikky Finney, Anastacia-Reneé, and Malika Booker! A few reminders before we begin:
  - For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please let the moderator of the panel, (identify moderator), know, and a printed copy will be delivered to you.
  - Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of chairs or other barriers.
  - Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to distract or pet them.
  - Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from wearing scented products.
  - Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible disabilities. Do not question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the conference, including for chairs reserved for those with disabilities.

Run of Show:
LKA: Welcomes attendees, introduces Furious Flower's mission, shares slides and a short archival video, introduces panelists

JDP: Reading
CD: Reading
NM: Reading

LKA: Thanks readers and begins conversation about conference experiences, the center’s dedication to Black poetry.

LKA: Shares what to expect at the September 2024 conference. Invites audience questions.